
 

Another one bites the dust... 
 
A piece of our WW2 military heritage has disappeared.  
 

Regrettably, many local sites that could illuminate the past have been lost, and one such 
disappeared in 2019 when the remnants of our last Wireless Intercept tower (‘Y’ station) were 
removed – and with it a tangible link to a story of vital significance in the war effort. 
 

Being on the front line - and a direct target in Hitler’s invasion plans (Operation Sealion) - Pett 
Level and surroundings were heavily fortified during WW2. Some of these buildings survive, 
such as the Battery at Toot Rock, others were demolished or removed after the war before their 
historical importance was understood. Today, locally and nationally, many such structures are 
recognised as part of our history - valued, 
conserved and even listed. These preserved 
landmarks provide a direct link to the past; first 
hand evidence of life in the community during 
WW2. 
 

Pett originally had two of these ‘Y’ stations, which 
were part of a Top Secret national network 
intercepting enemy wireless messages, which 
were relayed to Bletchley Park for de-coding, 
cross referencing and piecing together key 
information that helped break the Enigma codes.   
 

‘Y’ Service detachments formed part of the signals branch of each of the three armed services.  

In other words, ‘Y’ station operators provided the code breakers of Bletchley with their source 
material, thus playing a crucial role in Signals Intelligence and speeding the end of the war. 
 

In wartime, c1942, two ‘Y’ towers were built on high, open land overlooking Pett Level to the 
east of Gatehurst Farm (field opposite Rose Cottages). They were often built as pairs to enable 
a direction-finding capability in tracing the source of enemy signals, as well as monitoring and 
recording wireless traffic. The western one disappeared some time after 1984. The remnants of 
the eastern one – its 2 metre high octagonal brick outer wall - were a familiar sight near the 
footpath down to Pett Level. 
 

Originally it would have had a 30-foot antenna tower, constructed of wood to minimise electrical 
and magnetic interference. As in the picture of Beeston Hill tower 
(left), the roof would have had a fixed small aerial array of 4 vertical 
dipoles arranged in a square configuration.  
 

The wooden tower at Pett was removed or disintegrated during the 
1980s, but the octagonal blast wall, enclosing vegetation and small 
trees, remained as a landmark on the crest of the hill for over 75 
years. Rising up over 30 ft, the two towers as originally built must 
have looked an impressive sight!  
 

There are few areas left now where 1940’s defence structures 
remain within a landscape unchanged since construction. The loss 
of the Pett ‘Y’ station, from a historical point of view, is 
disappointing. Its substantial remains bore testimony and tribute to 
the men and women whose covert and unremitting activities helped 
turn the course of the war and played such a significant role in the 

defence of this country.   
(From Pett News February 2020) 

 

'Y' station, Pett 1980 (Photo courtesy of Phil Stringer) 

Beeston Hill c1946 



 

Over the years many local sites and structures of historical interest have 
disappeared.  Some of these changes are inevitable as our villages evolve. 
However, as in the accompanying article, the ARC would like to record and 
research similar losses from our heritage – so if you would like to add to the list 
please do get in touch.  
 
Email info@the arc.uk   
Tel 01424 812964 
 


